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Executive Summary

Method of testing - Remote automated testing using 
validately.com

The website being research to zappos.com. When shopping, 
users are often looking for specific information in an e-commerce 
environment. The focus of This research was on observation of 
specific user tasks regarding drill-down navigation tools 
concerning search results As well as refinement of search 
results. Our goal was to observe users solving problems that 
mimicked realistic day today shopping scenarios.  The 
participants studied were 2 males in their 30s and  one female. 
Both males were intermediate to advanced users and the female 
was a 71 year old intermediate user.

Validately.com test URL: 
https://validately.com/unmoderated/7d5a527f-6ee7-40d1-b0b1-4
c0b8a441f8d?test=13840f6c-1ce3-43e5-91f6-c6dfdd447603

https://validately.com/unmoderated/7d5a527f-6ee7-40d1-b0b1-4c0b8a441f8d?test=13840f6c-1ce3-43e5-91f6-c6dfdd447603
https://validately.com/unmoderated/7d5a527f-6ee7-40d1-b0b1-4c0b8a441f8d?test=13840f6c-1ce3-43e5-91f6-c6dfdd447603
https://validately.com/unmoderated/7d5a527f-6ee7-40d1-b0b1-4c0b8a441f8d?test=13840f6c-1ce3-43e5-91f6-c6dfdd447603
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQnqElEBcoU


Task Summary Insights

Task 1 - Participant was asked ton avigate to zappos.com and 
performance a search for men's boots size 10 Chukka style on sale 
items only. Participant was asked to Identify the  number of items 
for sale in specific price brackets.

● Only 2 user could locate the “Shop all Sale 
Items” Button in the first several minutes 
allowing them to only view boots on sale. 

● Two users used the Horizontal navigation bar 
to locate mens as a first go to solution. 

● All 3 users leveraged the left hand navigation 
and drill down bar for refinements of the 
search task.

● The Eldest participant failed to accomplish the 
final part of the task. (The #s of refined items 
in a price range bracket.)

Executive Summary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIRR3A4CavI


Executive Summary

Task 2 -Participant was asked to navigate to zappos.com and do a 
search for “Aircabana” See if they can discover several others 
similar products.

● All 3  participants were able to locate the air 
Cabana products their friend recommended 
that checked out.

● All 3  participants were able to find products 
that were similar relatively easily.

● Only two participants were able to locate 
similar products on the same product page as 
the AirCabanna

● The most advanced participant chose the 
most difficult solution for finding similar 
products.

http://www.zappos.com/kelty-aircabana
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQdkAuUHD-c


Executive Summary

Task 3 - Participant was asked to find a specific brand and type of 
Watch within a price constraint .

● All three participants found a white watch on 
sale under their budget of $70 relatively easily.

● Each participant chose a different way to start 
off their search.

● Participants seemed to develop their own 
unique way of problem solving over the course 
of these three tasks specific to the 
navigational options available on the platform.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5jxCIEtSDc


Task Findings
Task 1



Findings Results

Shopping today online is a tremendous activity when we look 
at the amount of time people spend on websites browsing 
products and refining their searches. Therefore the tools we 
provide users to expedite their shopping experience and 
consume more window shopping with respect to items viewed 
the better the experience a site can offer. Our focus is on 
specific and relatively intermediate to difficult tasks.  We 
discovered some interesting results in terms of how people 
use different types of tools on a large eCommerce platform.

Part of our tasks involved asking people to look at items that 
were only on sale. Locating the sound button was really the 
goal of what we're hoping to discover in terms of how users 
with refined sale items. Find me the sale items should be 
relatively easy. In this case only two users could find the save 
button to refine all search results immediately in the search 
result listing page. Our oldest participant at 70 years old could 
not find the cell button within the first 5 minutes of trying to 
refine your search. In my opinion a potential design change 
might be suggested to increase the ease of discovery of this 
button.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQsM71rV6B4


Findings Results

Additional findings showed that only two users could find the 
numbers of products available in specific price ranges vary 
between 0 and $200. This was a specific task that allowed us 
to look at the validity of left hand column search refinement 
tools on the website.  

100% of the task could have been solved in the left hand 
search bar however several users chose the horizontal 
navigation bar to begin their search refinement. It was 
interesting to watch user's in the video choose to start their 
search refinement and the horizontal navigation tool vs other 
tools that were available to them across the platform. 

Participant Age Rating

Male Participant (Advanced) 34 1

Male Participant (Intermediate) 32 2

Female Participant (Beginner to 
intermediate) 

71 6

Male Participant early 30s

To the right, the user has 
chosen the left navigation bar 
to the find men's shoes begin 
his search.

Ease of use - Participants were allowed to 
grade the difficulty of this task between 1 
(Easy) and 10 (Very Difficult)

Shown to the right



Task Findings
Task 2



Zappos.com - Task 2. 

Assumption here is that consumers often know they're looking 
for something specific and when they find something that meets 
our criteria often want to find other comparable products. Our 
objective in this task test is to discover whether or not existing 
tools we provide on a product page are effective in providing 
that scope of search for consumer.

Findings Results

Today, Word of Mouth and social media posts can lead to 
retail-based transactions. If a friend of yours tells you about a 
hot item that they've recently found it can stimulate curiosity 
and a desire for personal acquisition. the user was given a 
task that placed them into a scenario that replicated a product 
driven recommendation by a friend. We ask the user to find 
this product based on the name of the product only. The user 
did not have any information on the brand or the price. The 
user only had the correct spelling of the name of the product. 
We asked the user to find this product as well as other 
products that were similar with an intention to observe how 
they utilize search navigation to find similar products.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_zzMAR4WJw


All 3 users entered the words “AirCabana” into the search box 
on the homepage. All 3 users found within 30 seconds the 
product their friends and told them about.  Our interpretation is 
that if users find or have acquired the name of a product that 
they will be utilizing the search box for product-based 
discovery.

Finding similar products 
Only two users were able to discover products that were 
similar below on the same page as the AirCabana product.  
our most advanced  participant missed this completely and 
chose to navigate off of the page and utilize the bread crumbs 
to back out of the search result product page and then used 
the left navigation bar to find similar products. 

Participant Age Found 
on same 

page

Male Participant (Advanced) 34 No

Male Participant (Intermediate) 32 Yes

Female Participant (Beginner to 
intermediate) 

71 Yes

Found similar products on the same page 
- Participants ask to find products that were 
similar.

Shown to the right

Participant Age Rating

Male Participant (Advanced) 34 None

Male Participant (Intermediate) 32 None

Female Participant (Beginner to 
intermediate) 

71 Some to 
none

User Frustrations - Participants were allowed to comment 
by text on their frustrations. 



Advanced male participant

To the right the participant has chosen to utilize the breadcrumbs navigational 
element to back out of the product page and find other similar products per the 
task. In fact, our Advanced male participants never scrolled the entire height of 
the page to look any further. 

This was a surprise given the less Advanced participants were able to discover 
similar products by simply scrolling down the page.

Female Participant (Beginner to intermediate) 

To the right the participant has Discovered products that were similar listed 
below on the right hand side of the product page. This concluded the user's 
task. Shortly after concluding this task this users choice of actions took her 
sideways off on a shop in Tangent before she chose to move on Beyond the 
end of this task.



Task Findings
Task 3



Zappos.com - Task 3. 

The Assumption here is that often people have constraints 
around what they're shopping for. As a company, Zappos.com 
provided sophisticated search tools that allow a user to drill 
down easily to find products they're looking for. Often there are 
several ways to make this happen. The purpose of this task is to 
discover which tool users choose and why.

Findings Results

The findings of the past are quite fascinating. What I discovered 
was that each participant started off their search in 3 different 
ways. When user chose to leverage the search box while another 
user chose the horizontal navigational tool and yet the third user 
chose the more advanced solution using the left hand drill down 
navigation column. Screen captures of all three search starts are 
shown below.

Participants Search Starts - How the users 
Started off their Search

Shown to the right

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hhgGUFXwOY


Participants Search Starts

Female Participant (Beginner to intermediate) 

To the right the participant has Discovered Watches are 
accessible to click on in the Left hand Column drill down 
tool on the homepage. 

Participants Search Starts

Advanced male participant

To the right the participant has Discovered products that were 
similar listed below on the right hand side of the product page. 
This concluded the user's task. Shortly after concluding this 
task this users choice of actions took her sideways off on a 
shop in Tangent before she chose to move on Beyond the end 
of this task.



Participants Search Starts

Intermediate male participant

Are intermediate male participants chose to utilize the 
horizontal navigational drill down to all shown to the right to 
drill down immediately through the accessories tab to the 
watches section.

From here, the  participant shows to leverage the drill down 
tool to the left column to further to find the the brand and the 
color. 





Other Findings

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q529cN4nFS4


Other Findings Results 

Note: We are not testing time to complete tasks in this test.

These additional findings focused on time and the completion of tasks in 
relation to other participants. Below you will see screen captures with 
colored boxes showing the length of time for each user and correlation 
visually to the length of the time to complete the task. We're not making 
any specific conclusions by doing this rather looking for patterns. 

We discovered one interesting pattern. With one participants, with the least 
amount of experience, it seems as though her time to complete tasks 
shortened as she became more familiar with the platform.

Female Participant (Beginner to intermediate) - One interesting pattern 
I've noticed is that the time to solve tasks reduces the more familiar with 
the tools the user becomes with 2 users.

This finding is specifically notable in our female participant  with beginner 
to intermediate experience. She has taken the longest to solve the test 
problems but the speed in which she is able to sell the tasks as she moves 
on through the test begins to shorten towards the third task. 



Other Findings Results 

Male Participant (intermediate) 
The intermediate  participant seems to solve the problem very quickly  
towards the third task.  I would venture to say that they have learned the 
system and have found a way to eventually solve navigational problems 
individually. This allowing them to accomplish the third task and very little 
time. 

Advanced participate Findings. - This advanced user seems to solve 
problems relatively quickly and hastily. In my opinion this participate is 
highly experienced and adept at navigating and solving problems online 
however seems to overlook lots of small details and being hyper focused 
on solving tasks. 



Other Findings

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q529cN4nFS4


Design 
Recommendations

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRZMRwss-OU
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